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Spreading the fun all over the map, Out in Australia includes a
terrific scene with Josh Elliot and Marc Vidal; a hot one with

Ethan Clarke and Mike Dexter; and a reprise of the orgy scene
in the wilderness - all in abundance. Rob Zicari joins Josh Elliot

for a raunchy four-way scene; Danny Saradon and Ethan
Clarke once again get together; and Marc Vidal shares Mike

Dexter's oral prowess. Out in Australia proves once again that
Bel Ami boys work hard, play hard, and fuck even harder. In

Lukas' Stories, Josh Elliot is the first of several boys to appear,
all of whom are a pleasure to behold. Lukas begins by

producing the other person in a sexual tryst with him; Brandon
Manilow then gets a scene with the lady in question; Lukas

then has a threesome with Ethan Clarke and Tommy Hansen,
which he more-or-less reprises in Ethan's Stories; Lukas has a

scene with the lovely Devon Norona, followed by one with
Mark Angelo; next we see Lukas in a three-way with Danny
Saradon and Bryan Poydras, which Lukas reprises in Ethan's
Sexy Stories. Lukas' Stories concludes with Lukas, Josh Elliot,

Lukas, and Lukas blowing Brandon Manilow and Yves
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Carradine; and Lukas and Lukas have a threesome with Josh
Elliot and Bart, the next day. It's an orgy in every sense of the
word. See Fucking Tom Hansen and Fucking Ethan Clarke, as

they join Tom, Mitchell, Tom, and Tom in an orgy of sex,
laughter, and fun. Tommy makes his first appearance in

Ethan's Birthday. Ethan is in no mood for a birthday party - but
Tom's friends aren't going to let that stand in their way. The

boys eventually bump into each other and celebrate.
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Josh Elliot hooks up with sound technician Joey Amis; Yves
Carradine and Marc Vidal demonstrate the sexual dream they
each had the night before; Tommy Hansen, in disguise, tries to

fool Ethan Clarke, Brandon Manilow and Marc Vidal - but
instead winds up in a four-way orgy; and immediately

afterwards Brandon Manilow and Ethan Clarke continue their
fun in the bathroom. Out in Africa is proof positive that the Bel
Ami boys work hard, but play even harder. Ethan Clarke And

Tommy Hansen. Ethan is called Philip Simcik (Jet Set) in a non-
BelAmi video, A Fair of Lust. Ethan is now one of our

outstanding stars both for internet and Georges movies.
Sometimes energetic and sometimes romantic, he is one star
that can be relied on to give a good performance each time. In
2005 Ethan was part of the 'Erotic Hypnotic' show that BelAmi
performed in London. In his life outside of BelAmi Ethan spends
a lot of time walking his dogs. He believes having a'regular' job
is something that is beneath him. In the first Out in Africa there

are four such scenes. Josh Elliot hooks up with sound
technician Joey Amis; Yves Carradine and Marc Vidal

demonstrate the sexual dream they each had the night before;
Tommy Hansen, in disguise, tries to fool Ethan Clarke, Brandon

Manilow and Marc Vidal - but instead winds up in a four-way
orgy; and immediately afterwards Brandon Manilow and Ethan
Clarke continue their fun in the bathroom. Out in Africa is proof
positive that the Bel Ami boys work hard, but play even harder.

File Size: 1.14 GiB Duration: 1h 50mn 57s 184ms Studio:
Belami : Description: Marc Vidal, Josh Elliot, Brandon Manilow,
Danny Saradon, Ethan Clarke, Liam Phoenix, Renato Amoroso,
Tommy Hansen, Troy Allen Sharing secrets only lovers know.

Come and watch as the Bel Ami boys share their most intimate
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secrets in the most physical way. Pillow Talk 1 is the first
installment of a mini-series that explores the boys sexual

talents from gentle love making to passionate fucking. Josh
Elliot and Marc Vidal are at their playful best; Ethan Clarke and

the insatiable Tommy Hansen show us how physical the
fucking can get. Super cuties Danny Saradon and Renato

Amoroso get together for a romp as do Brandon Manilow and
Liam Phoenix; and Josh Elliot returns as a top for a second

scene with the sensational Troy Allen. 5ec8ef588b
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